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Word for 2014
It is with excitement that I am looking forward to 2014. The last calendar year was
particularly challenging and I have an expectation that the Lord will do new and amazing
things in the next year.
The meaning of the number 2014:
2014 is a combination of the number 2000 which speaks of mature unity and 14 which
speaks of God’s Perfect Timing. Symbolically this shows a maturity in relationships that will
move into God’s perfect timing. In short, it is time for relationships (marriage, work, family,
church) be perfected and brought into alignment with God’s perfect timing
[So all the generations from Abraham to David are fourteen generations. And from David
until the carrying away into Babylon, fourteen generations. And from the carrying away into
Babylon until Christ, fourteen generations (Mat 1:17).]
Scriptures with the number of 2014:
There are a few Scriptures which adds up to the number 2014. One that stood out for me is
Psalm 68:11-The Lord gave the word: great was the company of those that published it.
Link with 5774
We must realize that the Hebrew Calendar shows that from 5 Sept 2013 to 25 Sept 2014 we
are in the Hebrew year 5774 which is made up of 5000, 700 and 74. 5000 speaks of the
maturity of grace which recognizes that through your service for the Lord you have gained a
true understanding of the grace of God and how this applies to your life (1 Pet 5:12, 2 Thess
1:12). 700 speaks of the perfection of spiritual leadership (the number of Seth) which shows
that the Lord is shaping your character for a position of spiritual leadership (Gal 4:19, Rom
9:20, Jer 1:5), and 74 which speaks of acceptable Works. This means that the material
goods of man are used to provide spiritual leadership. It also shows that God is satisfied with
what you have done [or produced] (1 Pet 2:12, James 3:13, Is 56:7, Ex 28:38). The only
Scripture in the Bible with the number 5774 is 2 Samuel 7:10 - Moreover I will appoint a
place for my people Israel, and will plant them, that they may dwell in a place of their own,
and move no more; neither shall the children of wickedness afflict them any-more, as
beforetime
Link with Strongs number 2014
The Strongs number 2014 is found only in one Scripture in the Bible. The Hebrew Word
haphugah (strongs 2014) is found in Lamentations 3:49 and means without any intermission
(without a pause).

Lam 3:49 Mine eye trickleth down, and ceaseth not, without any intermission (haphugah),
Link with the 4 Blood Moons
The next two years will also see the occurrence of 4 “blood moons”. A Blood moon occurs
when during a partial eclipse, the atmosphere sometimes bend light around the edge of the
earth’s shadow and the light will appear red. Symbolically, this means that something Is
about to change. What we will have over the next two years is what astronomers call a
Tetrad phenomenon when a string of four blood moons will occur on certain Jewish Holy
Days.






Blood moon 1 - 15 April 2014: Passover
Blood moon 2 – 8 October 2014: The Feast of Tabernacles (Sukkoth).
Blood moon 3 – 4 April 2015: Passover
Blood moon 4 – 28 September 2015: The Feast of Tabernacles (Sukkoth).
Solar eclipse – 20 March 2015: Rosh Hashanah

The Jewish Talmud says that a moon in eclipse spells a bad omen for Israel. If the moon is
as red as blood, it points to coming war. When the sun is in eclipse it can be seen as a bad
omen for the world. We see here a combination of solar and lunar eclipses during this two
year period which can be interpreted as symbolising a period of war affecting not only Israel
but many parts of the world.
Seven Jewish Total Lunar Eclipses have occurred in the 1st & 2nd Millenniums:
162 - 163 AD - Persecution of Jews and Christians in the Roman Empire. The Antonine
Plague also killed eight million people, a third of the population.
633 years later:
795 - 796 AD - King Charlemagne of the Holy Roman Empire established a buffer zone
between France and Spain, ending centuries of Arab invasions into Western Europe.
47 years later:
842 - 843 AD - The Vatican church in Rome was attacked and looted by an Islamic invasion
from Africa.
18 years later:
860 - 861 AD - The Byzantine Empire defeated Arab armies at the Battle of Lalakaon in
Turkey and permanently stopped the Islamic invasion of Eastern Europe.
633 years later:
1493 – 1494 - Spanish Government expelling the Jews: King Ferdinand and Queen
Isabella of Spain ordered all Jewish people to leave the country. They also issued the edict
that all Jews should be driven out of the kingdom and its territories. Tens of thousands of
refugees died while trying to reach safety.
456 years later:

1949 - 1950 - The nation of Israel being reborn Israel had become a nation again for the
first time in 2,000 years. The regular armies of Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, and Iraq
invaded the country, forcing Israel to defend the sovereignty it had regained in its ancestral
homeland (Israel's War of Independence).

John Hagee says in his new book that: “Over the last 500 years, these lunar events all falling
on holy days were an announcement of a time of tears and tribulation that ended in
tremendous national triumph for the Jewish people.” During the first months of 1949, direct
negotiations were conducted under United Nations auspices between Israel and each of the
invading countries (except Iraq, which refused to negotiate with Israel), resulting in armistice
agreements which reflected the situation at the end of the fighting.
18 years later:
1967 – 1968 - Recapture of Jerusalem. The 6 Day War when Israel recaptured Jerusalem.
As Israel's neighbours prepared to destroy the Jewish state, Israel invoked its inherent right
of self-defence, launching a pre-emptive strike (5 June 1967) against Egypt in the South.
47 years later:
2014 – 2015 - A major event dealing with Israel is expected. The blood moons of 2014 2015 can point to a time of war or persecution for the Jewish people. An international trend
is calls by radical Muslims for a world-wide jihad. The strong presence of Islamic radicals in
the Egyptian and Syrian revolution is of particular concern. It seems probable that the next
two years can point to a standoff between Islamic and Jewish forces, involving a wide range
of countries of the world.
Andri’s Missionary Trip fund update:
Thank you for all the wonderful contributions that we have already received. We are
approximately on the 48% mark. Any further contributions can be paid in to:
Account name: Andri van der Merwe
Bank: ABSA Account number: 407 302 9433
Branch code: 63200500
Reference: Global Challenge
Proof of payment can be emailed to: andrivdm3@gmail.com

Blessings.
Martin and Letitia van der Merwe
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